NOT JUST A BORING Q&A QUIZ!
ITS A VIDEO SHOW!
The reason why thousands of pub trivia nights have popped up all across the USA is
because it is big business. An event like this can bring in a wide range of clients and
keep them coming back week after week.
A successful trivia show can turn your slow nights into your most profitable night. And
with the help of the new and exciting Orange Door Pub Trivia we believe we can work
with you to create a special event that draws in the crowds.
Show time is 2 ¼ hours with a drinks break.
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HOW IT WORKS

Once you sign up to Orange Door Pub Trivia our
technicians remotely log into your computer and
set you up with the required software to run the
show. They also setup the automatic download,
and work out a suitable time for this to happen.
Once we have the software setup, we arrange
delivery of the score books, posters etc and ensure
these arrive before your first Trivia night.
We then work with whoever you are using to run
the show (Trivia Host), and make sure they are
comfortable with their task and go through how
they plan to run the show.
The Trivia show is downloaded automatically as
long as your system is turned on and connected
to the internet. Once downloaded, you can easily
start the show via the windows start menu, or
by a button located inside of the music software.
The Trivia feed will automatically be sent to your
TV screens, with the scoreboard control screen
appearing on your monitor shortly after.
The scoreboard allows you to score for up to 25
teams and allows you to display the top 10 teams
on your TV screen. You do not have to use the
scoreboard, however it is a great way to keep your
customers up to date with the scores at the end of
each round, or to just make your own calculations
easier. The scoreboard automatically lists the
teams from winner to loser and displays the top 10
teams on the TV screen.
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WHAT WILL YOU NEED?
An Internet Connection To Download The Latest Show
Each week on a Sunday / Monday the show is released for download. You will need a solid internet
connection to your Orange Door computer, or to the computer you are using to run the Trivia show
from. The download will happen automatically, and once downloaded the Trivia host can manually
run the show when they are ready to start.
External TV Screens
This can be through your AV gear, or a
simple direct HDMI cable into the TV.
You are responsible for ensuring this
connection is working each week.
Sound System
The Trivia show also uses sound
throughout, so it is also vital that this is
connected. For users who currently use
an Orange Door system to run music
video, the Trivia will run through this
feed so setup should be very simple.
If you are using a dedicated system to
run Trivia, audio will either run through
HDMI or through A 3.5mm audio mini
jack.
A Suitable Host
A host is required to help guide the teams
through the questions. Reading the
questions out loud, and also controlling
the quiz and progressing through the
slides. Remember your host can be from
your existing staff. The show being video
based is the star attraction and is designed to help the host and make their part easy.
Microphone
The host also needs a microphone. This however cannot be run through the Orange Door system.
You will need to organise this on your end and ensure this is tested and 100% working as this is a
vital part of the show experience. Most microphone set ups will have the microphone plug directly
into the mixing desk, or via a cordless sender unit.
Remote Clicker
You can also use remote clickers to make this control easier. Once you
have positioned the mouse on the TV, you can then use the clicker
to send left clicks to the feed and advance through it that way. The
Logitech R400 Wireless Presenter is a cost effective option.

TIPS TO MAKE YOUR EVENT A SUCCESS
Marketing Material
To make sure that your event is a success we
recommend that you market your event. We
have a wide range of promotional material that
we can email to you. We can also customise
these to include your logo or we can provide the
artwork to you for you to edit yourself. There are
two types of posters. One has a blank area where
you can write your own date / time that your
show is being hosted. The other is a premade
image that you can use online through social
media or email. We can also provide a generic
Shirt that your Trivia host can wear.
We also ship you out 10 weeks’ worth of answer booklet printing and a few posters to get you started and
help get the word out about your Trivia show. We will then continue to send you a supply of these answer
books as you need them. We allow 25 books per night to start with, so depending on how many teams you
have enter you will either need more books sooner or will have enough supply to get you through a few
more Trivia shows. Just work with us to ensure you do not run out of answer booklets.
Prizes Ideas
Giving out prices is a great way to ensure the clients keep coming back. Prizes for the top 3 places are great,
other venues have given prizes for second to last or even last place. A bar tab is best, free meals even better.
But the best prizes are the funny ones that make the audience laugh and bring the groups together.

TIPS TO MAKE YOUR EVENT A SUCCESS

Host
A host is required to help guide the teams through the questions. Reading the questions out loud, and also
controlling the quiz and progressing through the slides. Remember your host can be from your existing
staff. The show being video based is the star attraction and is designed to help the host and make their part
easy. So anyone with a good microphone voice will do – they will love being involved. It’s fun for the staff
too. It is advisable to have a helper who keeps the score. This makes life a bit easier for the host whose job it
is to entertain the crowd.
Team
This is a real brain teaser and don’t expect contestants to get 100% correct answers. A good score will
require a team of about 6 people. Encourage your guests to bring a team ( this is good business for you ).
The host can help make up teams so everyone has a fair chance. It’s no fun for a team of 2 trying to compete
with a team of 8, unless the team of 2 are related to Einstein. A good team will have sports enthusiasts,
music and movies lovers, someone who knows the table of elements and of course general knowledge type
geeks.
Table Service
Having good table service available is extremely important. Competition can at points get intense, so ensure
you have some drink / toilet breaks throughout the show.
Special menu items for easy snack style food help too as well as making sure the teams can easily order food
throughout the show.
Recommended Rules
The banning of cell phones is recommended but discretion is advised in dealing
with their usage as not everyone will be using them to cheat. Throughout the
quiz round, contestants must remain seated with their group as to avoid sneaking
away to discover answers.
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